The FIG recognises a World Class Gymnast with a special insignia which is personal and rewards individual World Class performance.

The award is given at senior World Championships, Olympic Games and World Games only in all FIG disciplines.

Gymnasts will only be awarded one time.

The FIG regularly updates the lists of WORLD CLASS GYMNASTS (one per discipline) which are published on FIG’s official website.

The Secretary General will send the insignia to the member federation of the awarded gymnasts. The member federations are requested to award their GYMNASTS OF WORLD CLASS at a very special occasion (e.g. special award dinner or gala, general assembly, National Championships etc.).

The award WORLD CLASS GYMNAST will be given to gymnasts who obtain the following results at the senior World Championships, Olympic Games or World Games:

**Artistic Gymnastics**

Participants at the Individual All-Around Final (including all participants who, based on their rankling at Qualifications, would be eligible for the Individual All-Around Final)

Participants at the Individual Apparatus Finals (including all participants who, based on their rankling at Qualifications, would be eligible for the Individual Apparatus Finals)

Medallists of the Team Final.

**Rhythmic Gymnastics**

Participants in the Individual All-Around Final (including all participants who, based on their rankling at Qualifications, would be eligible for the Individual All-Around Competition)

Participants at the Individual Apparatus Finals (including all participants who, based on their rankling at Qualifications, would be eligible for the Individual Apparatus Finals).

All medallists of the Group All-Around Final (OG) and the Group General Competition (WCH).

All medallists of the Group Finals (using one type of apparatus and using two types of apparatus).
**Trampoline**
Participants at the Finals in Trampoline Individual and Synchro, Tumbling and Double Mini-Trampoline.

All medallists of the Trampoline Team Finals at World Championships.

**Aerobic Gymnastics**
Participants at the Finals in the Categories Men and Women Individual, Mixed Pair, and Trio.

Participants at the Finals in the Category Group.

Participants at the Finals in Category Aerobic Dance

Participants at the Finals in Category Aerobic Step

**Acrobatic Gymnastics**
Participants at the Finals in all five categories.

These Rules were decided by the FIG Executive Committee at its meeting in Anaheim, 9th February 2003. They were updated the last time at the FIG Executive Committee meeting in Cotonou (BEN), 24 October 2017.

These rules replace all previous versions and are valid from 01.01.2018.
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